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AVL Team SUITETM –
Success Based on Interplay
With its AVL Team SUITETM, AVL presents a flexibly upgradeable,
mutually compatible and consistent set of complementary
measuring and test system software products. Thanks to its open
concept, the AVL Team SUITETM allows the efficient and
customizable use of expert tools throughout every phase of
powertrain development.
Increasingly stringent standards and legal requirements are leading to growing
complexity in powertrain development. The rising number of sub-processes requires
flexible solutions in order to ensure uniform operating philosophy and maximum
consistency, functionality, compatibility and performance. Usable as a networked system
or customized to fit individual needs, the AVL Team SUITETM gives vehicle developers
access to as many as 15 expert tools (see list in attachment) in the fields of automation,
control, simulation, calibration, certification, data management, data analysis and test
process management, helping them to achieve their goals even quicker.

Customizable, consistent and highly compatible
AVL’s extensive portfolio and longstanding expertise are guaranteed to support effective,
stress-free and comfortable working through tailor-made solutions. The AVL Team
SUITETM is an open system of measuring and test system software, which – similar to a
team of players – is individually combinable to suit whichever challenges are presented
by the situation at hand. All of this comes with maximum performance, great ease of use
and a high level of customization. Furthermore, each of the AVL Team SUITETM players
supports the current standards such as ASAM ODS or ASAM ACI. A variety of open
interfaces allow the integration of measuring and testing devices, as well as third-party
products.
As handling complex development tasks requires expert tools that are perfectly tuned to
one another and capable of efficient interaction, optimized interfaces were created
between each of the software products belonging to the AVL Team SUITETM. This ensures
maximum performance and the highest level of compatibility when using AVL software
products.
In addition, the AVL Team SUITETM is regularly updated to include further innovative
expert tools, ensuring long-term success in all powertrain development processes.
AVL is the world’s largest independent company for the development, simulation and
testing technology of drive systems (hybrid, combustion engines, transmission, electric
motors, batteries and software) for passenger cars and trucks. AVL has more than 7,470
employees all over the world. In 2014, sales revenues reached EUR 1.15 billion.

	
  

	
  

Contact
Dipl.-Ing. Michael Ksela, Company Spokesman AVL
Tel +43 664 132 81 78
E-mail: michael.ksela@scoopandspoon.com
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